Old-Time Herald Index - Part 2

maintained by Barbara Kuhns

This index covers volume 6 of the Old-Time Herald, fall 1997 through summer 1999.

7th Annual Blue Ridge Old-Time Music Week at Mars Hill College; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:36

Allen, Greg - author "American Folklife Center, The"; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:12-16

American Folklife Center; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:12-16

Appalachian String Band Festival; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:15-23

Aridas, Tina - author "Park Slope Old-Time/Bluegrass Jamboree;" spring 99 vol.6 no.7:9

Asch, Moses; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:16-19+

Australia; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:24-25

Ball, E.C.; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:17-21+

Banjo makers

   Glenn, Leonard "Lucky"; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:21

Banjo players

   Boggs, Dock; fall 98 vol.6 no.5:24-28+, winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:19-24+

   Glenn, Leonard "Lucky"; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:21

   Grim, Debbie; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:17-20+

   Holcomb, Roscoe; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:24-29+

   Koken, Walt; spring 99 vol.6 no.7:19-23

   Olson, Eric; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:52
Sutphin, Kirk; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:30-35

Bass players

Firth, Al; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:17-20+

Baugus, Riley - contributor "Notes From The Judges' Booth"; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:15-23

Birchfield, Bill and Janice; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:23

Bledsoe, Tommy - author "Critters in Cyberspace: Old-time Music on the Internet"; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:17-20+

Boggs, Doc; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:19-24+, fall 98 vol.6 no.5:24-28+

Boosinger, Laura - author "Luke Smathers, March 24, 1914 - July 17, 1997"; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:8

Bradley, Hank - author "Ron Hughey - Some Memories"; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:26-27+

Brown, Paul - contributor "Notes From The Judges' Booth"; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:15-23

Busard, Jr., Joseph E.; spring 99 vol.6 no.7:12-17+

California - Fresno; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:26-27+

Carlin, Bob - author "Down In Old Hollow: Sutphin Family Music"; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:30-35

Chicago Barn Dance Company; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:10-14

Cline, Curly Ray - obit.; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:9

Clogging; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:12-14

Cohen, John - author "Interview With Roscoe Holcomb, An"; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:24-29+

Concerts

Carolina Roots Concert; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:25, summer 99 vol.6 no.8:25-27

Country Music Foundation Library and Media Center; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:15-22

Craig, Matthew - author "Pittsburgh Irish Festival"; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:35
Currie, John - author Here & There; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:6-9+, winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:6-8, spring 98 vol.6 no.3:7-11, summer 98 vol.6 no.4: 5-8+, fall 98 vol.6 no.5:6-11, winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:6-9+, spring 99 vol.6 no.7:5-8+, summer 99 vol.6 no.8:9-15

Dalsemer, Bob - author "Helvetia Square Dance, The"; fall 98 vol.6 no.5:12-15, "John C. Campbell Folk School - Dance Caller's Week"; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:30

Dance callers

Feild, Fred; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:10-14

Dancers

Edwards, Burton; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:12-14

Dancing; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:10-14, fall 98 vol.6 no.5:12-15, spring 99 vol.6 no.7:10-11, summer 99 vol.6 no.8:16, winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:10-11+

Dillof, Bill - author "Young American Fogies - A Personal Record"; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:10-13

Dirlam, Hilary - author "7th Annual Blue Ridge Old-Time Music Week at Mars Hill College"; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:36

Discographies

Bob Pinson's Top Ten List Favorite 78rpm Records; fall 98 vol.6 no.5:18

Boggs, Doc; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:21

Henderson, Wayne; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:21

Reed, Blind Alfred; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:24

Sutphin, Kirk; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:38

Dock Boggs Festival; fall 98 vol.6 no 5:24-28+

Edwards, Burton; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:12-14

Feild, Fred; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:10-14

Festival Guide 1998! spring 98 vol.6 no.3:28-36+

Festival Guide 1999! spring 99 vol.6 no.7:24-32
Festivals

7th Annual Blue Ridge Old-Time Music Week at Mars Hill College; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:36

Appalachian String Band Festival (Clifftop); spring 98 vol.6 no.3:15-23

Dock Boggs Festival; fall 98 vol.6 no.5:24-28+

Fiddlin' at the Mill - Pickens County Heritage Day and Old Time Fiddlin' Convention; spring 99 vol.6 no.7:33

Goleta Valley Fiddlers Convention; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:9

Harrietville, Australia; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:24-25

Hindman Settlement School Family Folk Week; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:32

John C. Campbell Folk School - Dance Caller's Week; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:30

Maryland Banjo Academy; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:8+

Park Slope Old-Time/Bluegrass Jamboree; spring 99 vol.6 no.7:9

Pittsburgh Irish Festival; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:35

Union Grove Old-time Fiddler's Convention; spring 99 vol.6 no.7:19-23

Fiddle makers

Hash, Albert; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:17-21+

Fiddlers

Hash, Albert; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:17-21+

Grim, Brian; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:17-20+

Gunther, Mark; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:10-14

Hughey, Ron; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:26-27+

Ray, Lost John; spring 99 vol.6 no.7:19-23

Salyer, John Morgan; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:20-27
Sutphin, Kirk; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:30-35
Sutphin, Sid; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:30-35

Folklore; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:12-16

Folkways Records; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:16-19+

Gerrard, Alice - contributor "Notes From The Judges' Booth"; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:15-23

Glenn, Leonard "Lucky"; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:21

Goleta Valley Fiddlers Convention; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:9

Gravel, Charlie - author "Keeping Up With Online: Old-Time Music Thrives on the Internet"; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:14-17+

Greene, Bruce - author "John Morgan Salyer: His Life and Times"; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:20-27, "Music in the Mountains Folk Festival, Saturday, August 22, 1998"; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:11

Greene, Bruce - contributor "Notes From The Judges' Booth"; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:15-23

Guitar makers

Henderson, Wayne; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:17-21+

Guitar players

Ball, E. C. ; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:17-21+

Henderson, Wayne; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:17-21+

Holcomb, Roscoe; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:24-29+

Lloyd, Jim; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:17-20+

Gunther, Mark; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:10-14

Harrietville, Australia (festival); spring 98 vol.6 no.3:24-25

Hartness, Rich - author "Carolina Roots: A Big Success"; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:25-27

Hash, Albert; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:17-21+
Hauslohner, Amy Worthington - author "Blacksburg Keeps Things Square"; spring 99 vol.6 no.7:10-11

Henderson, Wayne; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:17-21+

Here & There; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:6-9+, fall 98 vol.6 no.5:6-11, spring 98 vol.6 no.3:7-11, spring 99 vol.6 no.7:5-8+, summer 98 vol.6 no.4:5-8+, summer 99 vol.6 no.8:9-15, winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:6-8, winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:6-9+

Hickerson, Joe; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:12-16

Hicks, Bill - author "The Pet Panther" (from Maggie Hammons Parker); fall 97 vol.6 no.1:29-30, "Pilot"; - poem; fall 98 vol.6 no.5:11

Hicks, William N. - author "Curly Ray Cline - A Remembrance"; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:9

Hicks, Wm. (Bill) - author "Eric Olson - A Memorial Service"; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:52

Hindman Settlement School Family Folk Week; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:32

Holcomb, Roscoe; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:24-29+

Hoppe, Frank - author "Old-Time Music on the Radio"; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:4+, winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:5+, winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:5+

Hughey, Ron; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:26-27+

Internet; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:16, winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:14-17+, summer 99 vol.6 no.8:17-20+

Internet web sites; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:20

Interviews

Busard, Jr., Joseph E.; spring 99 vol.6 no.7:12-17+

Gunther, Mark; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:10-14

Holcomb, Roscoe; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:24-29+

Pinson, Bob; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:15-22, fall 98 vol.6 no.5:16-23+

Sutphin, Kirk; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:30-35
Issues in Old-Time Music

Nowlin, Bill, "My Opinion & A Dollar": The Importance of Critical Reviews; fall 98 vol.6 no.5:29-32+

Pankake, John, "My Opinion & A Dollar": The Importance of Critical Reviews; fall 98 vol.6 no.5:29-32+

Seeger, Mike, "My Opinion & A Dollar": The Importance of Critical Reviews; fall 98 vol.6 no.5:29-32+

Thompson, Suzy Rothfield, "My Opinion & A Dollar": The Importance of Critical Reviews; fall 98 vol.6 no.5:29-32+

Jabbour, Alan; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:12-16

Jamison, Phil - author "Dance Beat"; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:16, "Mountain Legacy: A Celebration of Southern Appalachian Dance & Music"; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:12-14

John C. Campbell Folk School - Dance Caller's Week; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:30

Jones, Diane - author "Leonard 'Lucky Glenn' - An Appreciation"; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:21

Jones, Judy - author "Harrietville, Australia"; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:25

Kent, Dot - author; "Visit With Mark Gunther of the Chicago Barn Dance Company, A"; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:10-14

Kent, Dot - contributor "Notes From The Judges' Booth"; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:15-23

Kentucky - Magoffin County; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:20-27

Klassen, Teri - author "Thank You, Blanton"; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:52

Koken, Walt - author "Lost John"; spring 99 vol.6 no.7:19-23

Konnarock Critters; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:17-20+

Learning tunes; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:22-25+

Leftwich, Brad - contributor "Notes From The Judges' Booth"; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:15-23

Let's Dance! Weekend; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:10-11+
Letters; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:2-5, winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:2-4, spring 98 vol.6 no.3:2-6, summer 98 vol.6 no.4:2-3, fall 98 vol.6 no.5:2-4, winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:2-5, spring 99 vol.6 no.7:2-4, summer 99 vol.6 no.8:2-6

Lilly, John - author "Old-Time Music on the Radio: Wade & Julia Mainer Honored at OTR Conference; fall 98 vol.6 no.5:5+

Lupton, John - guest columnist "Old-Time Music on the Radio"; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:6+

Madden, Susan - guest columnist; "Old-Time Music on the Radio"; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:15

Maryland Banjo Academy; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:8+

Milnes, Gerry - contributor "Notes From The Judges' Booth"; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:15-23

Molsky, Bruce - contributor "Notes From The Judges' Booth"; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:15-23

Music in the Mountains Folk Festival; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:11

Mussell, Don and Jack Wright - authors "Dock's Old Mastertone"; fall 98 vol.6 no.5:26

National Association of Music Merchants Show; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:30-32

New Zealand; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:24-25

North Carolina - Denton; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:12-14+, Walkertown; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:30-35

Obituaries - Final Notes

Abrams, Rick; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:11

Anderson, Virgil; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:9

Austin, Lonnie; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:8

Autry, Orvon Gene; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:9

Axton, Moe; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:9

Bay, Melbourne E. (Mel); winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:8

Birchfield, Creede; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:5

Bird, Elmer; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:8
Bolick, Earl; fall 98 vol.6 no.5:10
Bradshaw, Reagan; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:50
Bridges, Ned; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:15
Clancy, Paddy; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:15
Clark, Manuel Dewey "Old Joe"; fall 98 vol.6 no.5:10
Cline, Curly Ray; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:7
Creed, Callie Percy Hicks; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:14
Crook, Lewis; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:9
Douglas, Wilson; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:15
Driftwood, Jimmie; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:9
Enloe, Lyman; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:9
Faile, Tommy; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:9
Gore, Sr., Albert; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:15
Grapelli, Stephane; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:11
Hanks, Aileene; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:10
Harrison, Bill; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:11
Hayward, Johnny; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:9
Hicks, Bradley; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:15
Huskey, Jr., Roy; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:8
Hyland, Bob; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:9
Jones, Helen Carter; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:50
Jones, Louis Marshall (Grandpa); summer 98 vol.6 no.4:10
Kurth, Bertha Monroe; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:9
Maddox, Rose; fall 98 vol.6 no.5:10
Mathis, Anita; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:10
McBee, Hamper; fall 98 vol.6 no.5:10
Moore, Lee; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:8
Moss, Frazier; spring 99 vol.6 no.7:8+
Olson, Eric; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:15
Owen, Blanton; fall 98 vol.6 no.5:10
Perkins, J.T.; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:50
Pierce, Melvin; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:35
Rachell, Yank; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:8
Robinette, Melvin; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:14
Rogers, Roy; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:9
Sawtelle, Charles; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:15
Shamblin, Eldon; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:50
Sloane, Irving; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:50
Smathers, Luke; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:7
Stone, Cliffie; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:10
Sumner, Marion; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:8
Szasz, Suzanne; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:8
Townsend, Eleanor; spring 99 vol.6 no.7:34
Townsend, Graham; spring 99 vol.6 no.7:34
Troxell, Ralph; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:14
Warren, Garnett "Fiddlin' Hank"; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:11
Weston, Doug; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:15
Whiting, Helen; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:15
Whitman, Everett; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:9
Wiggins, Dr. Gene; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:9
Wine, Anna; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:11
Wiseman, Lulubelle; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:14
Woodruff, Gilmer; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:8
Zimmer, Donald; spring 99 vol.6 no.7:34

Old-Time Music on the Radio; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:15, fall 98 vol.6 no.5:5+, spring 98 vol.6 no.3:6+, summer 98 vol.6 no.4:4+, summer 99 vol.6 no.8:7, winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:5+, winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:5+

Olson, Eric; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:52
Owen, Blanton; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:52
Pankake, John - author "Dock Boggs: Memories & Appreciations"; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:19-24+

Park Slope Old-Time/Bluegrass Jamboree; spring 99 vol.6 no.7:9
Parker, Maggie Hammons; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:29-30
Pen, Ron - author "Hindman Settlement School Family Folk Week"; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:32
Perlman, Ken - author "'Me Head Was Full of Music':Learning Fiddle Tunes on Prince Edward Island"; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:22-25+

Photo Essays

    Dillof, Bill, "Young American Fogies - A Personal Record"; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:10-13

Pickens County Heritage Day and Old Time Fiddlin' Convention; spring 99 vol.6 no.7:33
Pinson, Bob; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:15-22, fall 98 vol.6 no.5:16-23+
Pittsburgh Irish Festival; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:35

Poetry

Fiddlin' Bill (Hicks) "Pilot"; fall 98 vol.6 no.5:11

Poyser, Will - author "Dock Boggs: Memories & Appreciations"; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:19-24+

Prince Edward Island; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:22-25+

Prouty, Clark - author "Getting Where You Want To Be' - Wayne Henderson"; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:17-21+

Ray, Lost John; spring 99 vol.6 no.7:19-23

Record collectors

Asch, Moses; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:16-19+

Busard, Jr., Joseph E.; spring 99 vol.6 no.7:12-17+

Pinson, Bob; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:15-22, fall 98 vol.6 no.5:16-23+

Recordings; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:18+

Reed, Blind Alfred; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:22-24

Reid, Gary - author "How Old-Time Music Gets on the Radio"; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:7

Repair of Instruments; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:25+, fall 98 vol.6 no.5:33-34

Reviews

Acuff, Charlie, East Tennessee Fiddler - video; fall 98 vol.6 no.5:51-52

Ainsle, Scott, Robert Johnson's Guitar Techniques - video; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:57

Andres, Laurie, Bob McQuillen, Cathie Whitesides, Hand It Down - CD; fall 98 vol.6 no.5:51

Atkins, Chet, Chet Atkins Rare Performances 1955-1975 - video; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:50
Atkins, Chet, Guitar of Chet Atkins, The - video; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:50

Bad Livers, Hogs on the Highway - CD; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:38-39

Baker, Etta with host, Wayne Martin, Fingerpicking Blues of Etta Baker, The - video; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:50

Balfa Toujours, La Pointe - CD; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:41

Ball, E.C. & Orna, Through the Years 1937-1975 - CD; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:47-48

Bean, Annemarie, James V. Hatch, and Brooks McNamara, eds., Inside the Minstrel Mask: Readings in Nineteenth Century Blackface Minstrelsy - book; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:54-55

Beausoleil, Arc de Triomphe Two Step - CD; fall 98 vol.6 no.5:48

Beausoleil, Best of Beausoleil, The - CD; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:46-47

Benford, Mac and the Woodshed All-Stars, Willow - CD; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:48-49

Blake, Norman, Chattanooga Sugar Babe - CD; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:46

Blue Sky Boys, On Radio The Blue Sky Boys Rare Radio Transcriptions Recorded in Atlanta, Georgia in 1946 and 1947, Volume 3 & 4 - CD; fall 98 vol.6 no.5:50

Boggs, Dock, Dock Boggs: His Folkways Years, 1963-1968 - CD; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:38

Boggs, Dock, Country Blues - CD; fall 98 vol.6 no.5:39-40

Boosinger, Laura, Down The Road - CD; spring 99 vol.6 no.7:51

Boosinger, Laura, Sing It Yourself - CD; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:50-51

Boudreault, Louis, Louis Boudreault: Old Time Fiddler of Chicoutimi, Quebec - CD; spring 99 vol.6 no.7:44

Bovee, Bob & Gail Heil, Rural Route 2 - CD; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:38

BR Boys, Good Things - CD; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:40

Brislin, Kate and Jody Stecher, Heart Songs: The Old Time Country Songs of Utah Phillips - CD; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:34
Brown, Herschel, Herschel Brown: Complete Recorded Works in Chronological Order 1928-1929 - CD; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:50

Camp Creek Boys, Old-Time String Band - CD; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:31

Carlin, Bob, Banging and Sawing - CD; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:39-40

Carlin, Bob, Learn to Play Clawhammer Banjo - video; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:48-49

Carlin, Bob, Mr. Spaceman - CD; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:55-56

Carlisle, Cliff, Blues Yodeler and Steel Guitar Wizard - CD; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:32

Carman, Jenks "Tex", Chippeha!; spring 99 vol.6 no.7:46-47

Carrier, Roy & the Night Rockers, Offshore Blues and Zydeco; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:43

Carter Family, Carter Family On Border Radio, 1939: Vol. 2, The - CD; spring 99 vol.6 no.43

Carter Family, The, Carter Family - Gold Watch And Chain - Their Complete Victor Recordings 1933-1934, The - CD; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:44


Carter Family, The, Carter Family - Longing For Old Virginia - Their Complete Victor Recordings 1934, The - CD; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:44

Cedar Point String Band - CD; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:40

Chapman, Owen "Snake", Up in Chapman's Hollow - CD; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:51

Chet Atkins, Merle Travis, Mose Rager, and Doc Watson, Legends of Country Guitar - video; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:53

Cohen, Andy, Oh Glory, How Happy I Am: The Sacred Songs of Rev. Gary Davis-CD; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:49

Cohen, John, Stories the Crow Told Me - CD; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:39

Combs, Matt, Devil's Box, The - CD; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:49-50

Coole, Chris and Arnie Naiman with Kathy Reid-Naiman, Five Strings Attached With No Backing - CD; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:51-52
Cotten, Elizabeth, Elizabeth Cotten - Live! - CD; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:40-41

Crooked Jades, The, Going to the Races - CD; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:36

Da Costa Woltz's Southern Broadcasters/ Frank Jenkins' Pilot Mountaineers, Complete Recorded Works in Chronological Order: 1927-1929 - CD; spring 99 vol.6 no.7:47-48

Davis, Jeff and Jeff Warner, Two Little Boys: Old-Time Songs for Kids - cassette; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:53-54

Dilleshaw, John, Seven Foot Dilly - 1929-1930, Complete Recorded Works in Chronological Order - CD; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:29-30

Double Decker String Band, Chasing Rainbows - CD; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:37-38

Douglas, Wilson and Gruder Morris, Hot From The Kitchen - CD; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:38-39

Douglas, Wilson, Fiddle Tunes From Central West Virginia - CD; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:35

Durham Rangers, Public Domain - cassette; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:44-45

Durham Rangers, Twenty Years - cassette; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:44-45

Ellis, Tony, Quaker Girl - CD; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:35-36

Emerson, Ken, Doo-dah!: Stephen Foster and the Rise of American Popular Culture - book; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:48-49

Erbsen, Wayne, Railroardin' Classics: 16 Great Instrumentals - CD; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:40

Erbsen, Wayne, Singing Rails - CD; summer 99 vol.6 no.8:48

Falcon, Joe, Joe Falcon - Live in Scott, La. 1963 - CD; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:48

Farmer's Daughters - CD; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:45

Fenton, Mike, Best of Mike Fenton, The - CD; fall 98 vol.6 no.5:49-50

Fletcher Bright Fiddle Band, Last Night's Fun - CD; fall 98 vol.6 no.5:41-42

Fratar, Gail and Peter Kessler, Take Me Up - CD; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:46-47
Freight Hoppers, The, Waiting On The Gravy Train - CD; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:46-47

Fridley, Cary, Vocal Techniques for Old-Time Mountain Music - video; spring 99 vol.6 no.7:51-52

Front Porch Strings, As You Like It - cassette; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:38

Gardner, Mark with the Skirtlifters, Songs of the Santa Fe Trail and the Far West - CD; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:41-42

Goldstein, Jeri, How To Be Your Own Booking Agent and Save Thousands of Dollars: A Performing Artist's Guide To A Successful Touring Career - book; winter 98-99 vol.6 no.6:49

Graves, Bill, Sugar in The Coffee - CD; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:31-32

Haley, Ed, Forked Deer - CD; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:52-53

Hammons Family, Hammons Family: The Traditions of a West Virginia Family and Their Friends; The Library of Congress Archive of Folk Culture, The - CD; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:56-57

Harrington, Dick and Victoria Young, Lover's Return - CD; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:48

Hartford, John, Speed of the Old Long Bow: A Tribute to the Fiddle Music of Ed Haley, The - CD; spring 99 vol.6 no.7:42-43
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On a personal note, it’s been a pleasure to be involved in indexing the articles because of the fine quality of information provided and the variety of topics covered in the world of old-time music.-B.K.
Barbara Kuhns is a librarian from Dayton, Ohio and plays the fiddle with the Corndrinkers and with Will Keys.